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ABSTRACT

This study describes the effects of two types of noise on the 

performance of an infrared detector: Johnson noise and photon noise.

The infrared detector under evaluation in analysis was mercury-doped- 

germanium.

The first part of the report, a theoretical analysis., leads to

conclusions about the ultimate performance (D*), which.was attainable.
'This analysis considered lowering the background photon flux on the 

detector to increase its sensitivity. In the second part, laboratory 

tests on a mercury-doped-germanium detector are described. They 

substantiated the theoretical, predictions.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The fundamental noises of an infrared detector are photon noise 

and Johnson noise. This study derives the expressions for them and 

reports measurements which agree reasonably well with the theory. The 

experimental values were obtained from a mercury-doped-germanium 

phtoconductive element. Signals are generated by direct photo-electron 

interaction; absorbed photons increase the number of free carriers and 

thereby change the resistance of the transducer.

All detectors are limited by photon noise when the photon flux 

rate is high enough. When the background radiance is sufficient to 

cause the photon noise to be dominant, then the detector is said to be 

blip (Background-Limited Infrared Photoconductor) from Petritz (1959).

Infrared detectors of all types are usually described by a quan

tity called D-Star (D*), proposed by Jones (1959). It will be shown 

that this D* value depends upon the irradiance.

A literature search revealed the fact that very often the D* 

values for a blip are given when the detector is actually limited by 

Johnson noise. As a result system designers have sometimes been led 

astray (Williams, 1969). This fact usually is the cause of limited 

performance available at low background flux densities.
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The report consists of two parts. The first, theoretical con

siderations, includes the derivation of the D* equations for the blip 

operation and the corresponding noise conditions. The second part, 

experimental verification, consists of the data taken on a mercury- 

doped-germanium detector and compares them to the predicted data of 

Part I.



CHAPTER II

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

D* Blip Derivation 

The derivation of D* for blip operation applies the equation 

proposed by R. C. Jones (1959) to eliminate the detector area and 

frequency dependence:

A Af / A Af VD* .  __i--- _ i
NEP P Vn

where NEP = Noise equivalent power

A, = Detector area d
Af = Bandwidth of electronics 

P = Power

= Peak to peak signal voltage 

= RMS noise voltage

For a signal-to-noise ratio of unity, the signal photoelectrons 

must equal the noise photoelectrons, as shown below:

nPs /------- = =  = 2AfA ,n An^
hc/X d

where n = Quantum efficiency h = Planck constant

?s = Signal power c = Speed of light



A, = Area of detector d
X = Wavelength

An2 = Mean square fluctu
ation rate of photon 
flux

Af = Electrical band
width of noise

-1 - 2 -1The average number of photon-sec -cm -pm can be expressed by the

Planck radiation expression for a body at an equilibrium temperature T

____________  2ttc
n.CX) =   (3)

X4 (ehc/kxT_ i)

Since photons obey Bose-Einstein statistics, the mean square 

fluctuation in the number of photons for a particular wavelength is 

given by:

hc/kXT
(An ) = n(X)

ehc/kXT„ x W

The total number of photons in any spectral region for a particu

lar physical situation is invariant with respect to the mathematical 

variables, (n(X)dX = n(v)dv). It is more convenient to use the 

independent variable v.

hv/kT
— e
(An21, = TTCvT   (5)

ehv/kT_ j

For a mercury-doped-germanium detector the cutoff wavelength is 

14 pm. This is adequate to make the approximation that energy (hv) 

in this spectral region is much greater than the thermal energy



(kT) or hv > > kT. Tlie expression for the mean square fluctuation 

in a spectral interval can be obtained by using this approximation 

and substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (5):

( An2 )v = --- —̂  v2e"hv/kT (6)
c

To find the total mean square fluctuation in photons which cause

noise, an integration is performed over the region in which the

detector is sensitive (CH-X). (For simplicity in integration a sub- 
' h vstitution is made, x =----  ); the quantum efficiency is assumed

kT

constant throughout this region.

— T kT 3 0° 2 -xAn = — z- (   ) I X e dx (7)
c h v xo

Integration by parts results in

2 _ 2tt , kT £x^e'xo + 2Xoe-Xo + 2e"Xo jAnz = — —  (----) I X^e o + 2X^e o + 2e o | (8)
c he

Uhen this expression is used in Eq. (2), then results the following 
equation for NEP of a background-limited detector:

NEP = h c  W 2AfAd 3 (X e"X0 + 2X e“x0 + 2e'Xo) 
X n hC (9)

For a photoconductive detector, the noise is higher by /l since

recombination noise is present in addition to normal generation noise.



The expression for is found by substitution of Eq. (9)

and the Jl factor for recombination into Eq. (1). The resulting 

D*biip equation is shown below:

a/ n

P 2hc (r^)3(X2e'x° + 2X e'Xo + 2e'X°)] ^I c n o  o j

A more concise way of representing D*biip ^s:

Qbb = -ff- + 2Xoe"Xo + 2e" o) (12)

Where = photons/sec-cm2.

The result of this analysis is that D-^lip relate<̂  inversely 

to the square root of the background irradiance on the detector. By 

lowering the background irradiance on the detector, the D*biip maX be 

increased without bounds. To the extent that the blip condition is 

maintained. In Table I, the is listed for various background

flux densities and temperatures (Van Vliet, 1967). Radiation tempera

tures for photons and for a view angle of 2 w steradian.

Three significant background temperatures are those of liquid

nitrogen, liquid neon, and liquid helium. These background tempera

tures have corresponding theoretical values of 1.6 x (1013),

3.42 x (1018), and 4.41 x (1055) cm-Hz^-watf1, respectively, as seen
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in Table I. These values, however, are only academically interesting 

since it will be shown later that the resistance of the photoconductor, 

and not photons, produces the theoretical dominating (limiting) noise 

at these background temperatures.

Detector Resistance 

The resistance of the detector is also influenced by the back

ground flux; it is inversely proportional to the background flux.

The resistivity (p) of the detector is the reciprocal of the 

conductivity.

The conductivity is related to the carrier concentration, 

mobility, and charge by the following equation (Kittel, 1966):

where n = Density of electrons 

p = Density of holes 

= Electron mobility 

Pn = Hole mobility 

e = Charge on electron 

h = Charge on hole

P = l/o (13)

a = ny e + py h e n (14)

Also

o = nq(un - ue) (15)



Here the reasonable assumptions are made that the charge on a hole is 

equal and opposite to that of an electron, and that each photon cre

ates a hole-electron pair.

The average number of charge carriers or photoelectrons that is 

produced is given by the quantum efficiency times the average number 

of photons:

nv = n% bAd (16)
where v = Volume of detector

n = Charge carrier density

A, = Surface area of detector d
= Incident photon flux density 

n = Quantum efficiency

By using Eqs. (13) , (15) and (16), an expression for resistivity 
as a function of background flux density is produced:

v
P = fl?')

n% b Adq(lJn

The detector cell resistance is equal to resistivity multiplied by 

the cell length divided by the cross sectional area. The resistance 

is then found, by using Eq. (17), to be inversely proportional to the 

flux density:

Ra = K 4  (18)

where R , = Detector cell resistance d
K = Constant of proportionality 

= Background photon flux density



Noise Considerations

The two types of noise that must be considered in detail are the 

background photon fluctuation and the Johnson noise.

The photon noise expression, Eq. (2), has a direct relationship 

to the square root of the background flux density. A plot of photon 

noise versus background flux density is shown in Fig. 1 . The noise
_ i _ 2

value used for a background flux density of 1018 photon-sec cm 

(300°K background temperature, 60° field of view) is determined to be 

24yv(Af=7 ).

The Johnson noise for the resistance is established by the 

following expression:

Vj = /4kTAfR • (19)

The resistance is shown to be inversely proportional to the 

background flux in Eq. (18). Therefore, the Johnson noise is 

inversely proportional to the square root of the background flux, 

this is also shown on Fig. 1, for a detector that has a 10 kft resis

tance when the background flux is 1018 photon-sec 1-cm 2. This can 

be predicted from the information in Fig. 1. This plot has

its peak value at a background flux of 9 x 1013 photon-sec ^-cm 2, 

or where the noise is a minimum as shown in Fig. 1.

The predicted normalized plot of performance versus background 

flux is shown in Fig. 2. The D£biip increases with decreasing 

background flux between 1018 and 9 x 1013 photon-sec 1-cm 2, because 

the detector is photon-noise limited. The D*blip decreases with
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decreasing background flux for background flux levels below 9 x 1013 

photon-sec-1-cm-2. This is because Johrtson noise.is the dominant 

noise and is increasing by the reciprocal of the square root of the 

background flux.
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TABLE I

* 1 
Dx (Theoretical Limit) Values For Various 

Background Temperatures and Background Flux Levels

* .. (Theor. limit)
V ' 14 cm C S P j W t ' 1

Background temp. 
°K

Background flux 
photon/sec 1-cm 2c

4.67xl010 300 1.13xl018

7.50xl010 250 4.35xl018

1.02X1011 225 2.37xl017

1.47X1011 200 1.14xl017

2.33X1011 175 4.55xl016

4.21xlOn 150 1.40xl016

9.4x10 125 2.81xl015

3.01xl012 100 2.74xl014

1.63xl013 77 _ (liq.N) . 9.31X1012

7.68xl014 50 4.20xl09

3.42xl018 28. ~ (liq.Ne) 2.12xl02

6.36xl021 20 . 6.12x1O'8

1.37x10 3 3 10 1.32xl0"27

4.40xl033 5 ~ (liq.He) 1.28 10'72



Resultant noise •+->

"9

Background photon flux (photon sec 1 cm 2)

Fig. 1. Detector noise versus background photon flux



* <-<

'io15
Background photon flux (photon sec 1 cm 2)
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Fig. 2. Predicted versus background photon flux for quantum efficiency (n) values of 1 and .1 w



CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

The D* blip values for a mercury-doped-germanium detector were 

evaluated in the laboratory for several background flux levels in order 

to verify the theoretically predicted curves presented in the first 

part of the report. The test setup is described; the data are tabu

lated (See Appendix A); and an analysis is presented.

Laboratory Test Setup

A block diagram of the test setup is shown in Fig. 3 with an ac

companying parts list. A detail and drawing of the detector package is 

shown in Figure 4. This design is similar to the one used by Beyen et 

al (1959). The coolant used for the detector was liquid helium (4.2°K) 

with a liquid nitrogen shield and aperture. The room temperature 

window was made of Eastman Kodak Irtran II, which transmits from the 

visible to 14wn with a transmission of about 70% (Fig, 5). The field 

of view is determined by an aperture at liquid nitrogen temperature.

A filter (also at liquid nitrogen temperature) could be mounted in the 

aperture.

The temperature of the blackbody used was 500°K; this temperature 

is conventionally used in the evaluation of detector performance.



Blackbody b“-—  
500°K

Controller

Chopper Amp

Ammeter

Detector
Package

Wave
Analyzer

Oscilloscope

Parts list Make and Model

Blackbody and Controller 
Chopper 

Wave analyzer 
Oscilloscope 
Ammeter

Barnes Engineering 11-100T 
Princeton Applied Research BZ-1 

Hewlett-Packard 302A 
Fairchild, dual beam 777 
Hewlett-Packard 425A

Fig.3 Block diagram of laboratory test set-up
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Liquid/helium

Det.

Aperture

Filter position

Field 
t of 
view

Irtran II window

Fig. 4 Detector package
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Data ,

The background photon flux on the detector was controlled by the 

copper apertures which were cooled to the temperatures of liquid nitro

gen (see Fig. 4). T h e  flux on the detector was determined for any 

field of view by the following equation (Jones 1960, pp. 1058-1059):

% b (6) = % b (27r) Sin?"6 ’ (201
where (2tt) = Background flux from Table 1.

0= half the field of view angle

To reduce the background photon flux beyond that which is possi

ble by field reduction, cooled neutral density filters, were placed in 

the dewar as shown in Fig. 4. The neutral density, filters were made 

by aluminizing disks of Irtran II material (hot pressed ZnS), which were 

.5 inches (1.27 cm) in diameter and .080 inches (2 mm) thick. The 

transmission was measured on the Perkin-Elmer 137 Infracord. The 

measurements determined the transmission to be between .75% and 1.25%,. 

but. since the transmission was about 1% it was difficult to measure 

accurately.

For each background flux density listed in Table II, an evalu

ation pf the detector 's performance, was made. This evaluation was ;;; 

performed by varying the detector bias to obtain the maximum signal- 

to-noise ratio, by measuring the resistance, and by measuring the 

noise frequency dependence of the noise voltage.
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Table'll 

Detector Test Conditions

Field of View 
(Degree to 300° K Background)

Fiiter Qbb -1 -2 (photon-sec -cm )

100° No .
17

6.8(10 )

40.6° No
17

1.35(10 )

27.2° No . '
16

6.2(10 )

12,0° No
16

12.4(10 )

40.6° . Yes .
15

1.32(10 )

12.0° Yes
. 14

1.24(10 )

12.0° Glass Filter
11

5.5(10 )

0 . Liq. He Bkgd.
-72 

1.0(10 )

For each background flux density listed in Table II, an 

evaluation of the detector1s performance was made. This evalu

ation was performed by varying the detector bias to obtain the 

maximum signal-to-noise ratio, by measuring the resistance, and by 

measuring the noise frequency dependence of the noise voltage.
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Table III shows a typical data sheet for each background flux level.

Table III 

Typical Data Sheet for Test Run

v , R Signal Noise p 500°K Blackbody
b b %  A = 7 A = 7 eq- Range Aper. Dia.

Detector Resistance Evaluation 

The detector resistance was determined for each background flux 

by analysis of the circuit shown in Fig. 3 by knowing 1̂ , V^, and R^. 

Table IV has the values of detector resistance for different back

ground, flux levels.
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Table IV

Measured Detector Resistances for Various Background Flux Densities

Detector
Resistance

Background
Conditions

5.8 kfi 100° F.O.V.
- -

20.3 kO . . . 40° F.O.V.

" : 57 kfi 27° F.O.V.

337 kQ 12° F.O.V.

1.47 mO 40° F.O.V. + 1% filter
6.7 12° F.O.V. + 1% filter
230 mO 12° F.O.V. + glass filter

io10 0 0 - LHe

A plot of detector resistance versus background, flux is shown in Fig. 6.



Liquid Helium Background Resistance

ilili
10 id0 10 io12 io13 id4 io15 io16 io'7 id8

BACKGROUND PHOTON FLUX (f 2)'sec-cm /

Fig. 6 Detector resistance versus background photon flux
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Detectivity Analysis 

The evaluation of the performance of the detector was accom

plished by using the formula developed by Jones (1959), namely 

Eq. (1):

« ' * ? r  . V S

DBB = V (21)
n

To evaluate the signal power incident on the detector, one takes 

the difference between the chopped signal power and the background 

power.

P = 0 W500°K(-X')dX - 5 0 W300°K(-X)dX
^ b  * Ad * Ff

ttR (22)
Where - Blackbody area

R - Range from detector to blackbody

A, - Area of detectord
- Form factor = square wave to fundamental frequency 

T - Transmission of window - IrTran II (Fig. 5)

I 0 ws o o ^ dx S „ W300(X>dX - difference in radiant 
emittance of a 500°K 
and 300°K blackbody

Conversion of D*^ Eq. (21) to D* Eq. (ll) is performed by multi

plying D*^ by the ratio of total signal power in watts incident on the 

detector to the equivalent power of all the photons to which the 

detector is sensitive if all the photons were at the wavelength of 

the detector's peak spectral sensitivity.
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This equation is:

S 0 W500°K(-X^dX " W300°K^X^dX
'XD* =   z-------------------   z---  (23)

he
Xc L  ^500oK(-X')dX " (̂ 300oK(-X-)dX

where X^ = cutoff wavelength (X̂  = 14ym)

I )  w k « > «  - ^  w k o w  ■ z z e z z ,
is sensitive

For an unfiltered mercury-doped germanium detector, the cutoff 

wavelength is 14 ym so the conversion factor is 1.86, from Blackbody 

to peak spectral D*. The chopping frequency was 82 Hz (the fixed 

frequency of the only available chopper). The noise was measured with 

a wave analyzer at 1000 Hz. The bandwidth for both measurements was 

7 Hz. The D* data are shown in Fig. 7. There were two reasons to cal

culate the D* for a 1000 Hz frequency: first, the detector seemed to

be in the 1/f noise region at 82 Hz; second, manufacturer's data which 

were used as a check were given for 1000 Hz. The D* data corroborates 

the theoretical predictions shown in part I (Fig. 2)• The quantum 
efficiency is 4%.

Error Analysis

The errors involved in making the D* measurement, using the 

parameters in Eq. (21), are listed below. These error values are from 

measurements made on the detector package, laboratory test setup, and 

readings of actual data.



Reiterating Eq. (21), and substituting for P:
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^ A Af S/N
DBB ------------------------  - C")

,V500(X)dX - ^ W300 (X)dX
uR

tVhere = ±3% (This was measured with Vernier calipers across a 
diameter)

Af = .5%

A^k= ±3% Blackbody aperture (Vernier calipers measurement)

R = ±0.5% Range from detector to blackbody

T = ±2.5% IrTran II transmission

T,p = ±2.5% Atmospheric transmission error

^  W500(X)dX ' Jo  W300 (X)dX = 1-5%

Noise -30% (The noise was rapidly fluctuating during the
measurement, and an average value was estimated

The total possible error for the value of D* can now be computed.

It must be realized that this is a worst case and that some of the 

individual errors can have a canceling effect. The total error in 

measurement of D* would be 43% if all errors added in the worst 

possible way. The root sum square error is 30.5%, which is more realis

tic, since the noise measurement produced the largest error.

The error in evaluating background photon flux density was simply 

the accuracy to which the field of view and the neutral density filters 

could be measured. This accuracy was about 3% for backgrounds without 

using the filters, since again these measurements were made with a



pair of Vernier calipers. The values of the background flux levels 

using the neutral density filter have a 28% error.
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BACKGROUND PHOTON FLUX sec-cm'

Fig. 7 D* versus background photon flux at 1000 Hz



CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS .

The detector resistance has a slope of -.64 instead of the 

predicted -1.0 from the theoretical prediction, Eq. (18).

The slope on the D* plot in the photon noise limited region
■

is -0.5. This is exactly what theory predicts from Eq. (11). A

quantum efficiency of 4.0% is consistent with the data. The D*
io -1 -2plot breaks over sufficiently close to 9 x 10ld photon-sec -cm

(Johnson noise region) is smaller than the expected +h. , One reason

for this difference can be explained by the fact that the resistance

slope was not -1.0 as predicted, but .64. Another reason for

higher D? value could be the fact that the responsivity increased.

for low background flux levels.

The data are definitely consistant with the theoretical pre-

■ dictions of D* in Fig. 3 for this mercury-doped-germanium detector.A

28
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. vb . V *6 Signal Noise S/N Freq Aper Range
(volt) (ma) (ohm) (uv) (uv). (hz) (in.) (in.)

4.5 20k 42 2.8 100 .125 41.5
6.0 . 20k 64.2 3.75 100 . .125 41.5
10. 20k 111 4.0 100 .125 41.5
12 20k 133,. 5.2 100 .125 41.5
16 20k 183 5.0 100 .125 41.5
17 20 k 198 5.0 39.6 100 .125 41.5
18 20k 207 6.0 10 0 .125 41.5

8.0 20 .125 41.5
8.0 40 .125 41.5
5.8 80 .125 41.5
5.0 100 .125 41.5
3.8 160 .125 41.5
3.5 320 .125 41.5
2.75 500 .125 41.5
2.3 86.5 1000 .125 41.5

Data taken with 40.6° field-of-view for detector



vb . . Tb % Sig. Noise S/N Freq. Range ; Aper
(ma) (Kr) (yv) (yv) (in.) (in.)

6 - 10 615 3.5 175 100 43.5 .200
9 10 1125 4.5 250 100
16.5 10 2000 5.0 400 100

16.5 .91 10 . , 5. ... 30
5 100
3.85 200
2.5 300
2.5 400
2.5 . 500
1.9 1000
1.25 2000

/ .

Data taken with 100° field-of-view for detector
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Vb %b Ry Sig. Noise
(raa) (Kr) . (yv) (yv)

10 50 309 4.5
12 396 5.3
14 470 5.5
16 544 6.1
17 555 6.0
19 606 6.0
20 643 7.8

19 . 178 5 OK 10.5
8.7
7.0
6.0 
4.9
4.0 
3.3
2.7

S/N Freq. Range Aper
(in.) (in.)

100 41.5 .125
100 
100 
100 
100

101 100 
100

20
40
80
100

v . . 160
320
500

225 1000

Data taken with 27.2° field-of-view for detector



V, I, R, Sig Noise
(ma) (Kr) (Mv) (yv)

2 300 .225 2.3
4 .425. 3.7
6 .690 6.0
7 . . 816 6.0
8 .965 6.5
10 . 1,235 7.2
12 1.5 13.0
14 . 1,8 9.6
16 1.87 11.0

14 22 300 17.5
15
10
9.5 
7
6.5
6.0
5.1

. Blackbody
S/N Freq. Aper. Range

100 .125 41.5"
100 .

100
100
100
100
100
100

188 100

20
40
80

100
160
320
500

370 1000

Data taken with 12° fielcUof-view for detector



CN 
tO

Vb Ib \  Sig Noise
(ma) K Cyv) (yv)

Blackbody
S/N Freq. Aper. Range

1 500 7 1.1 100 1.25" 41.5"
14.8 1.7 100
23.0 2.35 10 100
31 3.75 100

3 1.52 500 4.9
. 3.7

2.7 
2.35
2.5 

. 2 .2 .
1.8
1.5 , 15.5

Data taken with 40.6 field-of-view and 1% cooled filter for detector

CM

20
40
80

100
160
320
500
1000



<n 
to 

m

\  Ib Ry Sig Noise
(ma) mega SI (yv) (yy)

1 1 14.3 1.4
35 2.2
55 3.3
75 6.0
95 18.0

3 .39 4.5
3.7
3.3
3.4 
2.9
2.5
1.5
1.5

Data taken with 12° field-of-view

Blackbody
S/N Freq. Aper. Range

100 .125" 41.5"

16.7

20
40
80
100
160
320
500

36.5 1000

1% cooled filter for detector

to01



L R, Sig Noise
M volt ' (yv>

Blackbody
S/N Freq. Aper. Range

1,26 10
1.35 12
1.62 13
1.8 , 15.5
2.34 100.0

48(10'9)20 meg. 22
■ 20 •

12
8

v 6
3.1

100 .125" 41.5"126
114
125
117
24

20
40
80
100
160
320
500
1000

Data taken with 12° field-of-view for detector and a cooled glass filter



V,. %b

3
9
16.5

iQ-io
4.4 CIO"1?)
1.4(10■ 9)

10K.
10K
10K

Rd - 101

Data taken at liquid helium background
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